G@V - GLOBAL_AT_VENICE: Research and Training for Global Challenges is a new 60-month fellowship project jointly funded by the European Union and Ca’ Foscari University of Venice through the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Action COFUND.

Ca’ Foscari seeks 15 brilliant researchers to recruit from all over the world, who will work for 24 months with the Institute for Global Challenges of Ca’ Foscari on six interdisciplinary research areas:

- Research Institute for Complexity
- Research Institute for Digital and Cultural Heritage
- Research Institute for Green and Blue Growth
- Research Institute for Innovation Management
- Research Institute for International Studies
- Research Institute for Social Innovation

With G@V you have the chance to give an impact to your research and career with a global research network, secondment or training activities with our strategic partners and postdoc career opportunities.

Two international calls will be launched. Don’t miss the chance to participate!
unive.it/globalvenice
About G@V:
* 15 positions available for fellows
* PhD degree required
* Incoming fellowships of 24 months
* Highly competitive salary, plus costs of mobility, family, research and training allowances
* Interdisciplinary research options
* Connection to our partners’ innovation ecosystem
* “HR Excellence for Research” labelled institution

As a G@V Fellow you will:
- Enhance skills and networking by working with qualified scholars in an excellent scientific research training path
- Conduct an independent research project of your choice that aligns with the research areas of Ca’ Foscari Institute for Global Challenges
- Join a rich and international environment, meeting more than 60 MSCA Individual Fellows and our ERC grantees
- Foster your research career with additional opportunities within Ca’ Foscari and its network
- Train in transferable skills, in mentoring students and in teaching
- Improve profile and track record through outputs, networking and dissemination activities
- Choose a secondment among G@V Partners or an organisation relevant to your research project